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XXV. BOILER OPERATION
1.

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the basic guide-lines on boiler operation and the precautions to be taken at
various stages of operation are given. It shall be noted that the operating procedures would
differ for different types of boilers and hence the procedure recommended by the boiler supplier
should only be Practised. These informations are given (ii) by the suppliers in the form of 0 &
M (Operation and Maintenance) Manuals. A thorough knowledge of the informations contained
in these manuals are essential for a good operation.
The objectives of a good boiler operating procedure are :
i)

To ensure safety of personnel and equipments by fool-proof methods of operation
(eg. Prevention of furnace explosion).

ii)

To protect equipments from short term and long term failures. (eg. Corrosion of air
heater elements, overheating of pressure parts, excessive stress on boiler drum).

iii)

To produce steam at the required I parameters and quality.

iv)

To achieve optimum efficiency and economy during operation leg. Increasing
efficiency by adjusting combustion regime, excess air; minimising consumption of
auxiliary fuel for stabilisation).
The boiler operations play a vital role in achieving the above objectives. This calls
forathorougunderstanding of all the equipments, especially on the capabilities and limitations
of each equipment so that prompt action can be taken in case of any unforeseen situation.

2.

LINE CLEAR/PERMITS
Whenever an equipment is released for inspection maintenance it is essential that
i)

The permission is always given in writing. Oral permission practices should be totally avoided.

ii)

Not only the equipment (which is permitted for work) but also the connected system
should be isolated to eft
sure safety.

iii)

The written permit should contain the. equipment permitted and precaution to be
taken by maintenance crew in an unambiguous way.

iv)

Sign boards should be displayed near the control switch board, switch gear, equipment etc. to prevent unauthorised starts by tampering.

v)

Fool proof method of preventing accidental charging/starting of equipment should
be adopted. For example, the control and power fuses should be removed for electrical drives of equipments taken out for inspection.
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3.

STARTING OF EQUIPMENT
Before restarting the equipment the following are to be ensured:i)

The written permit is duly discharged by competent authority of maintenance
crew and returned to the competent Authority of operation crew.

ii)

If the equipment is released from maintenance work, check that men and material
are cleared, peepholes, manholes etc. closed and equipment is normal for regular
starting. Check for free rotation in the case of rotating equipments.

iii)

Control and power supply are made ready.

iv)

Connected instruments and controls are in working condition.

v)

Protection and interlocks are O.K. It shutdown was for more than 3 days or any
work on protection - or interlock circuit carried out, the protection and interlocks
should be checked by simulation testing before restart.

vi)

The dampers, valves, vanes etc. in the connected system are in the “ ready for (ii
start “ position.

vii)

Lubrication and cooling systems are OX and are in service.
Start the equipment with no load or with minimum load possible. This is essential

4.

a)

to avoid overloading the prime mover.

b)

to avoid stressing the system (Eg. To avoid high furnace vacuum when ID tan
is started.)

c)

to reduce the fluctuation in the operating parameters of the related system.
This is accomplished by keeping the dampers and valves at corresponding
position for starting. (Pump delivery valves except for positive displacement
pumps) are closed. The suction side vane/dampers are closed in the case of
fans.

FILLING UP OF THE BOILER
While filling the boiler the following are to be taken care of
i)

Acceptable quality of water only should be used to reduce corrosion and
deposition

ii)

The temperature of water fed should be within allowable limit compared to the
temperature of metal to reduce thermal stresses. Temperature difference within
50oC is generally considered as safe,

iii)

Keep all the vents open and fill through all the circuits such that no air-pocket
is formed.
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5.

HYDRAULIC TESTING OF BOILER
The following precautions are to be taken during a hydraulic test.

6.

i)

It the test is to be conducted above the operating pressure, the safety valves are to
be gagged (if hydraulic test plug has been removed).

ii)

If the superheaters, reheaters contain non drainable portion, only demineralised
water treated with volatile chemicals-such as Hydrazene (200 ppm) Ammonia (10
ppm) and at a pH value of 10.0 should be used.

iii)

Use water at ambient temperature butabove 25oC.

iv)

Check the supports and arrest all spring loaded hangers (including constant load
hangers) to take up the additional load due to water.

v)

It the main steam piping is included, ensure that no water can enter the turbine.
Arrest the hangers.

vi)

If the boiler is to be kept idle, after the hydraulic testing, pressure parts are to be
preserved by wet method or nitrogen blanketing.

vii)

Ensure that the safety valve gagging (or Hydrostatic test plug) is removed after the
completion of hydraulic test.

CHARGING A LINE
While charging a cold line with steam, regulate the quantity of steam to a minimum so that
metal temperature raises gradually. This can be accomplished by using integral bypass valves
provided and this will avoid damage to main valve. Keep the vents and drains full open to aid
releasing of air and removal of condensed water.Water hammer can occur if the system is not
properly vented/drained or due to fast rate of charging.

7.

DRUM LEVEL
This is one of the most important operating parameter to be maintained during boiler operation.
If the drum level drops below the gauge glass visibility it can endanger the waterwalls and
drum causing permanent damage. When the drum level raises above operating range, the
steam quality will deteriorate causing high carry over and deposits in superheater/turbine.
When water level rises still further, superheaters; will be flooded with water which will cause
heavy deposits in superheater, and in the worst case can cause entry of water to the turbine.
Drum level is normally maintained by controlling the feed water quantity and the quantity
required will be equal to the steam output plus blowdown and leakage. However during
transient period there may be variations between them.
Direct water level gauges, which (Port type or strip type) are provided on the drum itself are
the most reliable ones. In high pressure boilers the drum level indicated by the gauge may be
to slightly less than actual, due to sub-cooling. To check that the gauge glass is indicating
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properly crack open the drain valve (with water and steam side open) and then close. The
level will go down and will restore to the original position.
The instrument level indicators or recorders provided at control room should be cross checked
atleast once a shift with the direct level indicator. During starting, shutdown and low pressure
operation, only the direct level indicator should be taken into account and the instrument
indicators can be relied only after they are proved to be correct by comparison with direct
water level gauges.

8.

FURNACE DRAFT
In a balanced draft unit, this is one of the important parameters to be maintained.
Maintaining slightly negative pressure is necessary to avoid flame and gas coming out of
the furnace through the openings. In order to protect the furnace walls and buck stays
from damage due to excess furnace pressure (both negative and positive’, boiler trip
protections are provided for high and low furnace drafts.
Any change or fluctuation in furnace draft clearly indicates that there are variations in
the combustion conditions inside the furnace. Increase in fuel or air input to the furnace
will cause pressurisation while reduction in fuel or air will result in more negative
pressure. Normally the furnace draft is controlled by the induced draft tan loading.

9.

EXCESS AIR
Satisfactory combustion cannot be achieved by supplying only stoichometric air
(theoretically determined minimum air for complete combustion). Excess air (above
stoichometric level) requirement depends upon the type of fuel and combustion equipment
and system design. In addition to the air requirement for satisfactory combustion, additional
air may be required due to other considerations such as
i)

Prevention of slagging in the furnace.

ii)

Cooling of the scanners, non-operating burner nozzles etc.

iii)

Requirement of higher superheated steam temperature at part loads.

iv)

Preventing explosion possibilities during start up and low loads by keeping air
rich mixture.

Typical values Of air flow to be maintained during start up are shown in Fig. XXV-1. From
this it is clear that minimum air that is to be sent through the furnace is 30% of MCR flow
during purging and operation. This minimum air requirement is meant for keeping air rich
mixture which would avoid accumulation of unburnt fuel and explosion possibilities. As
the load is increased the air flow is increased.
Whenever fuel is varied, air quantity also should be varied so as to maintain the airfuel
ratio within limits. Hence whenever fuel control is put on automatic, the air control also
should be put on automatic. Whenever the fuel is decreased the air reduction should lag
behind the fuel and whenever the fuel is to be increased air should be increased ahead of
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fuel. This will ensure that at no time fuel rich mixture (of hazardous proportions) can occur
inside the furnace. As the air flow through the pulverisers is fairly constant and depends only
on the No. of pulverisers in service, the excess air is controlled by forced draft tan.
Operating the boiler with correct amount of excess air is very much essential. Operating with
less air can cause not only loss of efficiency due to increase in unburnt carbon and/or unburnt
gas but also can result in an explosion in the boiler furnace. Operating the boiler with high
excess air will result in the following disadvantages.
a)

Lower boiler efficiency due to high flue gas quantity leaving boiler.

b)

Erosion of heat transfer surfaces and flue gas ducts due to high gas velocity.

c)

Lower Electrostatic Precipitator efficiency due to high gas velocity.

d)

High heat pick up in convection heat transfer surfaces. This can cause damage to
low temperature superheaters due to high metal temperature as the steam temperature leaving low temperature superheaters are not otherwise easily controllable. The
desuperheater water requirement will go up and steam quality can get affected.
9.1

Excess Air Measurement

The flue gas analysis gives the clear picture of the excess air level as well as combustion
condition. Orsat analyser is suitable and yields reliable readings provided there is no leakage
in the sampling and connections. When the combustion is complete, the excess air can be
determined by the following formula:
O2
Excess air in percentage =

x 100 where O2 is the percentage of oxygen content
21-O2

in the flue gas.
The flue gas tapping for this purpose should be at a place after which no more combustion
process is expected to continue and where setting, leakages will least affect the result. The
location above airheater is chosen so that air heater leakages will not distort the result. For the
sake of monitoring air heater real conditions, another flue gas oxygen measurement can be
taken down steam of the air heater.
Usually on line instruments for measuring oxygen content in the flue gas are provided. They
are to be calibrated with sample gas and compared with orsat analyser readings. As the flue
gas analysis is the base for adjusting combustion regime, it is essential that the analysis should
be reliable. The flue gas analysis indicates excess air including leakages through setting,
peepholes and other openings which is not available for efficient combustion. Hence allowances
(depending upon leakages) should be made in determining the excess air at which combustion
is taking place.
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10. STEAM PRESSURE
Superheated steam pressure is maintained by the rate of fuel firing and the reheated steam
pressure depends on the loading of turbine. The superheated steam pressure is affected by
the steam quantity drawn from the boiler. In a steady state condition the quantity of steam
drawn will match the steam generated due to fuel firing.
To avoid damage to pressure parts during abnormal pressure surges, safety valves are provided
which are capable of releasing full steam evoporating capacity of boiler. It is necessary to
check before firing the boiler, that the safety valves are not gagged or prevented from operating.

11. STEAM TEMPERATURE
Superheated steam temperature is normally controlled by desuperheating water spray, The
steam temperature is however affected by different operating parameters. Steam temperature
increases when,
a)

Feed water temperature is low

b)

Excess air is high

c)

Furnace slagging is high

d)

Secondary combustion occurs.

Steam temperature will drop when,

a)

Feed water temperature increases

b)

Excess air level reduces

c)

Furnace is freshly cleaned

d)

Combustion is incomplete

e)

Water enters superheater from the drum

f)

Desuperheater injection valves are passing.

Reheated steam temperature is controlled by burner tilting or by other means such as gas
recirculation, gas deflection etc. In addition to this desuperheating injection is also provided
as a back up for reducing reheat steam temperature. The Steam temperature at superheater
and reheater outlet as well as at intermediate stages are to be controlled and should not be
allowed to exceed the limiting values prescribed.
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12. CONTROL OF OPERATING PARAMETERS
The important boiler operating parameters are shown in Figure XXV-2. This clearly spells
out the relation between the parameters. This four parameters at top, Drum level, Boiler
pressure, Oxygen in flue gas and Furnace draft are the important parameters to be maintained
fairly at a constant value throughout the load range. The parameters at the bottom (except
steam output) Feed water quantity, Fuel input, Total air and ID fan load are the ones which are
varied by the operator to control the parameters at the top. The bottom parameters increase/
decrease more or less proportionally to the steam output increase/decrease.
Variation in any one of the bottom parameters will call for adjustment in the other parameters
so that the parameters at the top can be maintained at the same set values. Hence if there is
any restriction in any one of the bottom parameters, boiler output and other parameters will
have to be curtailed to operate the boiler at rated top parameters. For example if there is
restriction in ID loading like one ID out of order, the air flow to be restricted to maintain
furnace draft. If air flow is restricted fuel input also is to be reduced so that correct level of
excess air (O2 in flue gas) can be maintained. Boiler load has to be restricted to maintain
boiler pressure as fuel input has been curtailed. Feed water quantity is also curtailed to maintain
the drum level.
This thermal and mass balance shown can also be used to understand the transient behaviour
between them. If the steam drawn is more than feed water flow, the drum level will drop in
due course. If the boiler pressure is raising, the steam evaporated due to fuel input is more
than steam drawn from the boiler.

13. CONTROL OF FUEL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
13.1 Mill Air flow and Temperature
Mill air flow is based on air/coal ratio required for stable combustion as well as on velocity
requirement in the coal pipes to avoid settling. Hence it is essential to maintain air flow
through mill as per manufacturer’s recommendation.
Mill outlet coal air mixture temperature depends upon system of firing, combustion
characteristics of fuel (volatile matter), possibility of fire inside the mill etc. Normally a
lower temperature is to be kept for high volatile coal and vice versa. Hence this temperature
is also to be maintained within limits to avoid fire in the mill and to have satisfactory combustion
in the furnace.
In the bowl mill the airflow and outlet temperature are controlled with the help of dampers
provided in the hot and cold air ducts.
13.2 Mill Loading and Bowl Differential Pressure
Mill loading is based on boiler load and number of mills in service. Number of mills to be
kept in service is chosen such that mill loading is in the range of 60 to 80%. This range of
loading is considered good both for flame stability as well as for mill power consumption in
addition to reserve available on either side to take care of load changes without affecting
stability.
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Mill loading is indicated by the raw coal feeder speed as well as by the mill amperage.
Overloading of the mills is indicated by excess mill amperage and/or by excess bowl differential
pressure. Mill rejects will also be on the higher side when the mills are overloaded.
13.3 Pulverised Fuel Fineness
Coal fineness is adjusted with the help of changes in the classifier vane position. Normally
70% of coal passing through 200 size mesh is considered adequate for satisfactory combustion
in the boiler. While higher fineness will waste pulveriser capacity and mill power, less fines
will cause poor combustion and loss of efficiency due to high unburnt carbon content in the
ash. Hence coal fineness is also an important parameter to be maintained at correct values.
As the coal fineness will deteriorate with ageing of mill internals, the fineness of coal should
be checked atleast once in a week for each mill and classifier vane position is to be adjusted
if necessary.
13.4 Oil System Parameters
Oil combustion needs exercising of control over different parameters to ensure satisfactory
combustion. Proper atomisation of oil is essential to ensure complete combustion. The
following are the parameters to be controlled for proper atomisation.
(a)

Viscosity of Oil
Depending upon the oil and method of atomisation, the oil temperature is to be
maintained within the range so as to ensure viscosity of oil as per requirements.

(b)

Oil Pressure
Pressure of oil is to be maintained above a certain pressure which depends
upon method of atomisation and burner system.

(c)

Atomising Medium Pressure
The pressure of atomising medium to be maintained depends upon the method of
atomisation and system.

(d)
In addition to ensuring good atomisation of oil, good combustion is ensured only
it the mixing of air and oil is proper which can be confirmed by seeing the flame.
Basically the design features of the system will ensure this. Operator needs to
check the following :
(i) Proper burner tips (spray plate and mixing plate) are used for the oil and
atomising medium in operation.
(ii) Burner tips are not chocked. The chocking during initial period of operation
is invariably traced to the presence of foreign material due to inadequate
cleaning of oil piping. During regular operation, chocking is due to coking
of oil which is due to failure or insufficient flushing of the guns after they
are taken out of service or leaving the gun in operating position when not in
service.
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(iii) Proper position of gun with respect to diffuser.
(iv) Sufficient wind box to furnace differential and proper wind box damper
position. The damper behind fuel compartment is to be opened
proportional to the amount of fuel fired. Actual position is to be
determined based on flame front and stability.
(e)

Before introducing oil inside the furnace ensure that no accumulation of
combustible mixture is inside the furnace. This is ensured by purging the
boiler with adequate airflow for 5 minutes before introducing first oil gun.For
introducing additional oil guns purging is not required.However if there was
a partial fire out in any location allow for five minutes purging after cutting
out the fuel in the particular elevation before introducing any ignition energy.

(f)

Ensure availability of sufficient ignition energy at required location every
time before introducing any oil. Corresponding ignitors are kept in service
and proven and the burner tilt is kept horizontal during start up and low load.

13.5 Gas System
As gas burns easily, the parameters, operator has to monitor is minimum. Important ones
are availability of ignition energy for starting, gas pressure, air pressure and damper
opening. But the safety aspects are very important in the gas firing system and should be
followed as per the 0 & M manual for the system and equipments.
13.6 Pulverised Fuel System
Pulverised coal enters the furnace along with primary air which is used for drying and
transportation in the mill and coal pipes. The air around coal burner (called fuel air) and
secondary air from the adjacent air nozzles are provided in the tangential burner system.
As the primary air is used for drying and transportation, operator cannot take much liberty
in adjusting the quantity of primary air for the purpose of combustion. The flame front
can be controlled to a certain extent with the help of fuel air. Increasing the fuel air will
push the flame away from the burner mouth and vice versa. Fuel air has to be varied
according to the fuel quantity at the elevation and hence the fuel air damper is opened in
proportion to the raw coal feeder speed. The opening at minimum feeder speed and
maximum feeder speeds are decided based on flame front conditions. The Figure XXV-3
shows the variation in fuel air damper opening according to the feeder speed.
Secondary air dampers above and below the pulverised fuel elevation are modulated
whenever the particular elevation is in service. Secondary air damper modulation is meant
to maintain a constant windbox to furnace differential which will enable sufficient flow
through air nozzles in service. The secondary as well as fuel air dampers will have a
minimum set opening to provide sufficient air for cooling the nozzles. The required
differential pressure between windbox and furnace varies according to boiler load. For
operation and regulation purpose the differential pressure is made with a step increase at
about 30% load. The Figure XXV-4 shows the differential pressure to be maintained for
different loads
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The stability of coal flame depends on coal quality, fineness, classifier outlet temperature,
Coal/Primary air ratio, air flow through fuel air and secondary air nozzles etc. As coal/primary
air ratio varies with mill loading, stability is good only at higher mill loads. Coal may be
obstructed due to many reasons such as coal hang up, feeder failure etc. which are not under
operator control and no forewarning of the same is available. Coal flow obstruction to mill
can cause loss of flame. For these reasons supporting fuel is permitted to be withdrawn only
if atleast two adjacent mills were in operation with loading above 50%.
Slagging in furnace walls and fouling of superheaters, reheaters depends primarily on fuel
characteristics. Additional air through burners will reduce flame temperature and hence
slagging in the furnace. Load reduction on the boiler will also help in reducing the slagging.
Use of wall blowers and soot blowers at regular intervals (frequency of operation depends on
fouling rate) will greatly enhance the range of fuel (quality) for operation in the boiler without
sacrificing other requirements.

14. BOILER START UP/SHUT DOWN
The following are the important points to be taken care during start up or shut down of the
boiler in addition to other points mentioned earlier.

14.1

Purge the boiler with adequate air flow for atleast 5 minutes before each start up and
after each shut down. The purging will evacuate and dilute the combustible matter
that may be present and hence will avoid explosion.

14.2

Before introducing any fuel into the furnace ensure sufficient ignition energy. Whenever fuel is increased/decreased Keep flame stability in mind. While increasing the
fuel input, load the operating burners to their rated capacity before cutting in additional burners. While decreasing the load, the fuel flow in the adjacent burners should
be kept above 50% of rated capacity by suitably cutting out the remote burners.

14.3

Variation in temperature during start up or shut down cause stress in the boiler pressure parts particularly in the boiler drum where metal thickness is high. To limit the
stresses the rate of temperature change is to be restricted. For the operator’s guidance, the permitted variation in boiler pressure against time is furnished in the 0 &
M. The cooling rate is more stringent than the beating rate because (a) The temperature stresses are acting in support of the pressure stresses during cooling but in opposition during heating (b) Temperature variations are fairly uniform during heating
due to the circulation created.

14.4

During starting, till sufficient steam flow is established in superheaters and reheaters,
the firing rate should be controlled to avoid damage to these pressure parts due to
overheating. For this purpose the gas temperature leaving the furnace outlet should
be restricted to 540oC. This temperature is measured by a traversing type furnace
temperature probe. In practice a 30oC margin is to be given from this temperature to
compensate for the peak temperature not being measured and inaccuracies of measurement. If the furnace probe is of uncooled type, it should be removed from gas
path when the gas temperature exceeds 540oC to avoid damage to the furnace probe.
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14.5

Maintain proper water chemical regime. Dearation of feed water as well as scavenging of residual oxygen are essential from initial feeding to safeguard the boiler pressure parts from corrosion. To ensure required quality of steam, maintain the drum
water concentration by controlling the feed water concentration and quantity of
blowdown. During start up, high silica concentration in boiler water may be experienced and boiler drum pressure is to be restricted to avoid excess silica carry over.

14.6

Whenever the boiler is operated at a pressure less than the rated value the output
of the boiler is to be restricted to avoid damage to water walls. The maximum
output permitted for partial pressure operation appends on boiler operating
pressure and the rated pressure.

14.7

During start up, the condensed water in the non drainable loops is evaporated. Till
they are evoporated, the steam flow through these loops, will be non uniform.
The thermocouples located in the superheaters and reheaters for metal temperature
measurements will be very much helpful in monitoring the conditions in these
loops during starting as well as continuous running.

14.8

Low temperature corrosion can occur when the flue gas temperature is lower than
dew point for sulphuric acid and the extent of damage would depend upon the
sulphur content In the fuel, level of excess air and the duration of operation below
dew point. To avoid/reduce the low temperature corrosion, operator should attempt one or more of the following depending upon the provisions available.
a)

keep steam coil air preheaters in service.

b)

use air bypass, gas bypass.

c)

circulate hot air.

d)

use of sulphur fuel like L.S.H.S. or L.D.O.

e)

use low excess air if feasible.

14.9

During starting drum level is to be controlled very carefully. Due to swelling, it will
be required to drain the water from the drum during this period. Continuous blow
down as well emergency blow down can be used for this purpose. During this period
the water feeding to drum will be intermittent. Steaming in economiser can occur
due to this and to avoid the same, economiser recirculation provided should be used.
Otherwise it will require continuous feeding at low rate and draining from drum.

14.10

The furnace draft will vary widely during cutting in or out of fuel particularly at low
loads. To avoid the furnace draft from going to *positive side, the I.D fan loading
should be increased ahead of fuel addition. Similarly additional air requirement also
to be ensured ahead. Before increasing the fuel rate, it should be checked, that other
limits such as drum pressure rise rate, furnace outlet gas temperature etc. will not be
exceeded. Unless the steam drawal rate is also increased corresponding to increase
in fuel rate, the boiler pressure will rise steeply.
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15. BOILER LIGHT UP SEQUENCE (COLD START UP)
Typical cold start up sequence of boiler is furnished below for guidance.
i) Check that no line clear permit is pending on boiler, auxiliaries and associated system.
ii) Check that the boiler and auxiliaries are ready for normal start up.
iii) Specifically ensure the following :
(a) Electrical and Instrumentation
Control and power supply are made ready. Connected instruments and controls
are in working condition. Instrument air supply is made available. Protection and
interlocks are O.K.
(b) Water Level
Water level in the drum is to be checked with direct gauge glass and ensure that it
is within normal range. Also ensure that there is sufficient water level in dearator.
(c) Oil Firing Equipment
Check that oil guns are inserted and properly coupled and in retracted position.
Ensure that all manual valves are open and all remote control valves are closed.
Ensure proper burner gun tips are used and that they are clean.
(d) Pulveriser
Pulveriser discharge valve is open. Hot air gate and control damper is closed.
Cold air gate is open and cold air control damper is open at 15%. Raw coal
bunker is filled with coal and bunker outlet valve is open. Pulveriser and feeder
seal air valves are open.
(e) Fans
The shut off dampers at suction, delivery and the regulating vanes/dampers of
LD. fan, F.D. fan, P.A. fan, Ignitor fan scanner air fan and mill seal air tans are to
be checked and be kept at start up position. Also check the dampers provided at
other locations in the air/gas handling for free operation and keep at start up
position.
(f) Airheater
Check the airheaters and prepare them for regular service. Ensure adequate means
of extinguishing air heater fires.
(g) Soot blowers
Check that all sootblowers and furnace probes are retracted and ready for proper
operation. The hand operated isolating valve is in open position.
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(h) Valves in Boiler
Check that all desuperheater valves are closed. Boiler, superheater and reheater
drain and vent valves are in the start up position. The required valve positions are
given in the diagram called valve operating diagram.attached in the O&M manual.
(See Fig. XXV-5. Keep all vents and drains (except economiser, water wall and
drum) and economiser recirculation valves in open position.
iv)

Place the regenerative airheaters in service.

v)

Start I.D. fan and then F.D. fan and adjust the loading so as to maintain adequate air
flow through the boiler and a furnace draft of - 10 mm. of water column. Keep both
set of fans. If only one set of fans is kept in service adjust the corresponding dampers
in air and gas circuit to ensure uniform flow through boiler. Start P.A. fan and maintain minimum flow through mills.

vi)

Place the steam coil airheater in service.

vii)

Start the ignitor fan, scanner fan and seal air fans.

viii)

When the secondary air damper control is on auto, the windbox to furnace differential will be maintained at about 40 m.m of wg by adjusting auxiliary air dampers in
the wind box. Initiate furnace purge when all the purge permissives are satisfied.

ix)

Place gas temperature probe in service.

x)

Furnace purge will take 5 minutes, On completion of furnace purge, check that all
firing pre-requisites are satisfied.

xi)

Initiate a light up sequence of the lower elevation of ignitors and warm up oil guns.
Check the combustion locally and -adjust the air dampers if required.

xii)

Maintain the furnace draft by controlling the I.D. fan loading. Place the furnace
vacuum on automatic control if possible.

xiii)

Maintain the boiler drum level. Initially water level will raise and continuous blow
down as well as emergency blow down can be used to maintain level.

xiv)

Increase the firing rate by cutting in .additional oil burner and ignitors and/or by
raising the oil pressure in the operating elevations. Firing rate should be controlled
so that the furnace exit gas temperature does not exceed 540oC till sufficient steam
flow through superheaters and reheaters are established. The rate of pressure raise is
also to be controlled so as not to exceed the limits.

xv)

Soot blow the regenerative air heater with steam/com -pressed air at regular intervals. This is essential to avoid plugging and possibility of fire.

xvi)

Close the drum vent when copious flow of steam is established. (It will be at around
2 to 5 kg/cm2 steam pressure). Close the reheater vents and drains that are open to
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atmosphere (except those connected to HP drain flash tank) before pulling vacuum
in condenser. Close all the vents in the superheaters; except start up vent when copious flow of steam is established. Close the drains in the superheater system (except
outlet header drain) to crack open position after draining and close completely when
sufficient f low through the system is established.
xvii)
xviii)

While the unit is heating up, frequent checks should be made of the boiler expansion
movements. Check for the loading of hangers in piping and wind box.
Increase the firing rate as required to raise the pressure subject to restriction mentioned in point XIV. When sufficient flow through superheater and reheater is established with the help of HP - LP by pass (if provided) the firing rate need not be
restricted to furnace outlet temperature of 540oC.

xix)

Check the boiler water, feed water and steam solid concentration, conductivity, pH,
silica etc. at frequent intervals and control them with blow down, chemical dosing
etc.

xx)

As the drum pressure increases, progressively throttle the SH outlet header drain
and start up vents. These valves can be closed gradually when load on the turbine Is
increased. The cold RH line, hot reheat line drains and R.H. vents connected to HP
flash tanks can be closed when turbine is on light load.

xxi)

Steam to turbine rolling is permitted as soon as the minimum permissible start up
pressure and temperature specified by turbine manufacturer for the corresponding
turbine metal temperature are reached. During rolling and synchronising of turbine,
the steam pressure and temperature shall be maintained at constant value to aid
smooth start up of turbine. For this purpose maintain the fuel rate and steam draw
rate constant by adjusting the flow through bypass station or by throttling start up
vent.

xxii)

When the T.G set synchronised and carrying light load, sufficient flow through
superheaters and reheaters is ensured and hence the limit of furnace outlet gas temperature~ no longer applies. Gas temperature probe can be withdrawn. The firing
rate is increased to meet the steam demand of turbine. The pressure and temperature
should be maintained in accordance with turbine requirements which is furnished in
the start up diagram. The start Lip diagram for different start up conditions are provided in the 0 & M manual. These are prepared based on turbine matching condition
for starting and load raising without exceeding different limits on boiler and turbine.

xxiii)

When the turbine is on light load, all the vents and drains in the boiler system can be
closed. The continuous blow down is kept open according to boiler water concentration. The economiser recirculation is closed when continuous feed flow is
established

xxiv)

Check the fire, adjust air quantity, wind box damper setting to obtain stable and
smokeless flame. Monitor air, gas, water and steam temperatures and pressures at
different locations in the boiler and combustion system. Also check the equipment
conditions such as fan, A.H. bearing temperature, vibration etc.

xxv)

Start coal firing when the steam demand increases further. When pulveriser is started,
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rate of firing increases considerably. Hence the allowable rate of pressure rise and
steam demand shall be considered before starting a pulveriser. Load increase can be
attempted with the same mill by increasing the feeder speed till mill load reaches
about 80% capacity. For further loading, additional mills can be taken into service. If
possible start an adjacent mill. Equalise the feeder speeds in operating mills when
stable flame is ensured.
xxvi)

When the boiler reaches 30% of full load, the wind box to furnace differential is
damped to about 100 m.m. of water column and the secondary dampers serving
compartments adjacent to coal nozzle which are out of service is closed. This is
done automatically by secondary air damper control system of FSSS.

xxvii)

Adjust air flow as and when fuel is varied. Check the oxygen content in flue gas
before airheater to ensure correct excess air. The I.D. fan load is continuously adjusted to maintain required draft in the furnace. Start the second set of I.D., F.D. and
P.A. fans if not started earlier. Make equal flow of air and gas flow throughout the
system by adjusting load on the individual fans. Put furnace vacuum on automatic

xxviii) Steam Coil Air Pre Heater (SCAPH) can be taken out of service when the exit gas
temperature is high and will not cause cold end corrosion. If the fuel oil sulphur
content is less than 3% and exit gas temperature can be maintained above 120oC
without SCAPH, SCAPH can be cut out.
xxix)

The ignitors and supporting fuels can be withdrawn when two adjacent coal elevations are in service with fuel feeding rate of more than 50% and boiler load greater
than 30% and furnace conditions stable.

xxx)

When the steam, temperature and pressure reaches the set valves, they can be put on
automatic control. The superheater temperature is controlled by desuperheater injection. Open the injection water isolation valve when injection is required. Reheater
steam temperature is controlled by burner tilt with desuperheater injection as back
up. The steam temperatures should be controlled to follow the start up curve and
shall not exceed the limit value for the corresponding load. The interstage steam
temperatures are also to be watched as they have a correlation to the individual
superheater metal temperatures.

Request the turbine operator to commission all feed water heaters as early as possible This
will help easy control of steam temperatures and silica.

16. BOILER SHUT DOWN PROCEDURE
The procedure of shutting down of boiler from normal operation to cooling the boiler is
furnished below.
i)

Gradually reduce the load and firing rate. Allow the boiler pressure and temperature
to drop in the process. But the pressure, temperature reduction should be acceptable
to turbine.
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ii)

Introduce supporting fuel at appropriate conditions. Remove the mills in stages after
emptying the feeder and bowl as per recommended procedure.

iii)

Different parameters and systems should be changed over from auto controls to
manual control at appropriate condition and monitored carefully.

iv)

Operate the soot blowers at part load if necessary. Soot blowing of airheater is essential.
The saturation temperature drop rate limit should not be exceeded. During normal
shutdown it is recommended to keep much lower temperature drop rate.

v)

vi)

When air flow reaches 30% of maximum air flow, further reduction is not advised in
spite of further boiler load reduction.

vii)

Close the desuperheater isolating valves when desuperheating is no more required.

viii)

Open the start up vents and reheater vents before shutting down steam to turbine
Take out the oil burners after flushing, when the unit is off. Kill the fire. Purge the
boiler for 5 minutes with 30% air flow. Stop PA fans. seal air fan and ignitor fans.

ix)

Open the vents and drains of superheater outlet and reheater to aid pressure reduction. Reduction rate should not exceed the specified limit as earlier stated. If HPLP
bypass is provided, they can be kept in service and pressure reduction can be done at
required rate.

x)

Reduce the air flow, but keep the fans in service to cool the boiler and airheater. Fans
and regenerative airheater can be shutdown when gas inlet to airheater reaches 200 oC
but keeping the fans in service will help boiler cooling. Continue to keep the scanner
air fan in service.

xi)

Continue to feed the water so as to maintain normal drum level.

xii)

Open the drum vents when the drum pressure had decayed to about 2 kg /cm2.

xiii)

Boiler can be drained if necessary when the water temperature reduces to 85oC

xiv)

Boiler pressure parts are to be preserved during shut down to avoid corrosion
damage. For details of preservation procedure refer chapter on water treatment.

17. EMERGENCIES IN BOILER OPERATION
17.1 Low Drum Level Low water level can occur due to
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a)

Failure of feed pump

b)

Failure of drum level controller
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c)

Mal operation or neglect of operator

d)

Extraordinary change in load.

e)

Water wall tube failure.

As loss of water can cause extensive damage to pressure parts, operator should
immediately act. If water level cannot be restored within visible range of gauge
glass immediately without damaging the boiler,
a)

Trip all the fuel immediately

b)

Shut off all the steam outlets from boiler

c)

Maintain high air flow initially to aid fast cooling

d)

When feed water is made available, feed at very low rate for restoring the
drum level. Feed rate to be controlled at very low rate to avoid quenching of
pressure parts with relatively cold water.

e)

If pressure parts damage is suspected, cool the units by regular procedure
and repair.

17.2 Tube Failure
The tube failures can be detected by sound and increased make up water. Tube failure in
economiser can cause water leakage from gas path. Tube failure in waterwall can cause
fluctuation and uncontrollability of furnace vacuum.
Leakage from one tube can cause damage to adjacent tubes by steam impingement and erosion
in the case Of superheater, reheater and economisers. Hence boiler shall be shut down as
early as possible after a tube failure to avoid extensive repair work. The leakage in waterwall
tube will force the unit out of service immediately if drum water level could not be maintained.
Shut down of the boiler in such cases should follow the procedure given for low drum level.
However shut off the feed water and keep the fans in service till boiler pressure is killed for
evacuating the escaping steam from the failed portion. In other cases unit can be shut down
by normal procedure and fans are kept in service so as to carry the escaping steam and to cool
the boiler (do not exceed the limits) for inspection and repair.
17.3 Master Fuel Trip
Master fuel trip is actuated by interlocks provided (see FSSS for details). It can be actuated
by operator also during emergencies such as low drum level. Master fuel trip will trip all
fuel inlet instantaneously. If coal was being fired, the pulverisers will trip which will in turn
trip the raw coal feeders and close the hot air shut off gates. It oil was in service, trip valves
and nozzle shut off valves will close. In such cases of emergency fuel trips, the following
precautions shall be observed:
a)
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Maintain the air flow through boiler at pre-trip value for 5 minutes to purge
the boiler. On completion of 5 minutes gradually reduce the air flow to 30%
of full load air flow.
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b)

If fans were tripped due to power source failure or other causes, start the
fans at the earliest and purge for 5 minutes.

c)

On completion of purging, the fans may be stopped if the box up of boiler is
planned and gas ‘temperature is below 200’C at air heater entry. Fans can
be run for cooling the boiler at desired rate if required. If relighting of boiler
is planned immediately, air flow is to be maintained at 30% of full load air
flow.

d)

If oil guns were in service when the fuel trip occurred, check that all the
individual shut off valves are closed and the guns are to be retracted,
removed and cleaned and reinstalled for next light up. However cleaning is
not required if light up is planned immediately.

e)

If pulverisers were in service when the fuel trip occurred, all pulverisers
containing coal should be cleared of coal successively, as soon as possible.
Each pulveriser is unloaded by starting the pulveriser after closing the
discharge valves of other idle pulverisers containing coal and establishing
required ignition energy, but with hot air gate in closed position. It pulveriser
is to be retained for service, feeder can be started when bowl is empty and
the hot air shut off gate is opened and the operating temperature is brought
to normal.
If it is impossible to establish ignition permissives for all pulverisers and
clear them of coal, discharge valve of all pulverises should be kept open to
allow a flow of cooling air through pulveriser and to avoid accumulation of
combustible gas.

17.4 Furnace Explosions
Furnace explosions can cause extensive damages of unimaginable proportions. Hence the
procedure to be adopted by operator to avoid explosion is discussed here. Furnace
explosions generally occur when accumulated combustible with air in explosive proportion
comes across sufficient ignition source within a confined space. Unburnt fuel may
accumulate due to many reasons such as :
a)

Leaky fuel oil inlet valves

b)

Introduction of fuel without sufficient ignition energy at the required
location

c)

Fuel inlet valves are not shut off promptly when fire is extinguished.

To avoid explosion operate the boiler by practising the following precautions:
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a)

Purge the boiler for atleast 5 minutes with minimum of 30% of full load air
flow before each light up.

b)

Maintain a minimum air flow of 30% of full load air flow during light up
and through low loads to ensure air rich atmosphere in the furnace.
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c)

Ensure that all fuel inlet valves close tightly and do not leak.

d)

Watch the fire whenever combustion regime is changed, burners are
introduced or taken out and when the furnace draft fluctuate.

e)

Do not introduce fuel, without establishing sufficient ignition energy. Cut
off fuel if ignition does not happen within specified time after introduction
off fuel. Investigate the reasons and rectify before next attempt.

f)

Trip all the main and ignition fuel immediately on loss of fire. This is
accomplished by master fuel trip and interlock provided in FSSS which
senses flame by scanners. Purge the boiler immediately.

g)

Maintain the combustion regime parameter within specified limit. For this
all the automatic control of the system should be functional.

h)

Regularly check proper functioning of all furnaces safeguard supervisory
system provided, interlocks, trips etc.

18. CONCLUSION
The above details only go to show the important points to be considered in the process of
boiler operation. In order to achieve safe and reliable operation of the boiler, it is essential
that the instructions given in the concerned O&M manuals are repeatedly read and understood.
A minimum level of technical knowledge (say a diploma in the mechanical engineering branch
from a recognised polytechnic institute) would be necessary if the operator should correctly
understand the prescriptions given in the O&M manuals. Periodic refresher courses on technical
subjects would help operators to be effective in discharging their duties.
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FIG. XXV-1 TYPICAL AIR FLOW CURVE FOR COLD START-UP
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FIG. XXV-2 THERMAL AND MASS BALANCE IN BOILER
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FIG. XXV-3 FUEL COMPARTMENT DAMPER OPENING Vs
FUEL INPUT
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FIG. XXV-4 WINDBOX TO FURNACE DIFFERENTIAL Vs
UNIT LOAD
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FIG. XXV-5 VALVE OPERATING SCHEDULE
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